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On Wednesday September 5, 2012 Temex Resources released a NI 43 101 resource for the upper Hallnor deposit on 
the Timmins, Whitney property, of which it owns 60% and Goldcorp 40%. This is an open- pit deposit and reaches to a 
depth of 550 meters. In the measured and indicated category the resource totaled 776,100 au ounces grading 2.07 
grams and in the inferred category there are an additional 231,900 ounces grading 1.79 grams. Ian Campbell, President 
and CEO commented, “This is an important milestone for the company since it is the initial resource estimate based on 
our exploration efforts on this highly prospective property. The high-grade near surface gold resource announced today 
is just from the upper Hallnor Mine area, the portion of the property acquired in July 2010 and validates our thesis that 
Temex controls a very attractive asset strategically located in Canada’s most prolific gold mining district. We are particu-
larly pleased with the high grade gold of the resource amenable to open pit mining, which exceeds those that have been 
recently mined directly along strike to the east at lower gold prices. Furthermore, excellent potential for expansion of the 
resource has been demonstrated by our drilling along a 1.5 kilometre strike length to the west, including the Upper 
Broulan Reef Mine where we have intersected gold mineralization with drill results up to 37.90 g/t gold over 8.8 metres.” 
Wow, that’s great, but would you believe it the stock price fell $0.05 following the news announcement. Anyway, with the 
600,000 gold ounces which Temex owns on the Whitney property (60% of 1 million ounces) and its 100% owned 1.8 
million ounces on the Juby property, Temex has a combined gold inventory of 2.4 million ounces. The market is assess-
ing Temex a value of just $11.25 (U.S.) per ounce in the ground. In other words, the stock price is very cheap. I own 
shares in Temex Resources.
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